Abstract. Data mining is discovery of unknown, nontrivial, practically useful and easy to interpret knowledge in chaotic data. The information, found by application of data mining techniques, is unknown in advance. Knowledge is described by relationships of new features that distinguish one attribute value from other set attributes. The new knowledge set must be applied to new information with some degree of reliability. Current algorithms for finding association rules require several passes over the analysed database. The paper presents a stochastic algorithm for mining association rules in large data sets. Our stochastic algorithm reduces the database activity considerably, because the database is analysed only once. The algorithm allows us to measure two significant criteria, i.e. time and accuracy. We analyse a large database of transactions. Each transaction consists of items purchased by a customer in a visit. The algorithm yields conclusions about association rules using the analysis of randomly selected subsequences. Our experiments show that the proposed algorithm can find association rules efficiently in only one database scan.
Introduction
Development of computer technology is related to the amount of stored information. Any of today's activity is related to a variety of information accumulation. Now it is impossible to analyse information stored manually. The analysis of information is necessary because only by analysing chaotic information new knowledge is generated that can be applied to new decision-making. This led to the need of automatic data analysis techniques and their development.
Data mining is mining of unknown, nontrivial and practically useful, and easy to interpret knowledge in chaotic data. The term "data mining" has been applied to a broad range of activities that attempt to discover new information from existing information, where usually the original information was gathered for a purpose entirely different from the way it is used for data mining. This knowledge is required for decisionmaking in various fields of human activity. The information, found in the application of data mining techniques, is not known in advance. Knowledge is described by relationships of new features that distinguish one attribute value from other set attributes. The new knowledge set must be applied to new information with some degree of reliability. The new knowledge must be understandable to consumers. For example, one easily understands the logical structure "If…, then…". Moreover, these rules can be used in a variety of database management systems as SQL queries. Association rules allow us to determine the relationship between events. One of the most analysed problems in data mining is mining for association rules in the market basket data [2, 3, 4, 8, 11, 14, 17, 18, 19] . For example, a customer who purchased bread will buy milk with 70% probability. First time, mining of association rules was applied in setting a typical market basket.
Since the mining of association rules is related with time consuming scan of a database, a stochastic algorithm of frequent subset is proposed for solving the problems of mining frequent subsets and association rules. When processing this algorithm, the database is randomly scanned once and frequent subsets used to create association rules, are estimated. The algorithm allows us to conform two significant criteria: time and accuracy. It is applied in solving tasks of the market basket.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes related works on algorithms for mining association rules. Section 3 presents definitions as well as describes association rules. Section 4 describes the Apriori algorithm and optimisation possibilities of this algorithm. The main section of the paper is Section 5. This section presents the stochastic algorithm, the pseudo-code, and the statistic results are estimated as well. The experimental results with a market basket database are presented in Section 6. The paper is concluded with Section 7, where a brief overview and future work are presented.
Related works
Ever since the introduction of market basket analysis problem in 1993 [2] the issue of frequently appearing patterns has attracted numerous research efforts. Frequent sequence mining is a very important task in data mining and especially in large databases, which consist of millions of records [7] . All algorithms proposed for frequent sequence mining could be classified to exact or approximate algorithms. This problem is closely related to mining association rules [2] [3] [4] [5] . Exact algorithms for frequent sequence mining scan the entire original database and make multiple passes over it and if the database is large, then it is a time consuming and expensive task [11] [12] [13] [14] . Approximate algorithms for mining frequent sequence are faster than exact methods because instead of doing multiple passes [11] over the original database they analyse a much shorter sample of the original database formed in a specific way and make assumptions on frequent and rare sequences in the original database based on the results of sample analysis. Exact algorithms for frequent sequence mining are very important in medicine, biology and other areas where the accurate answer is required; whereas approximate algorithms deliver quick approximate results in various applications where the estimated error probability is acceptable, e.g. marketing, finance, etc.
The studies of mining frequent sequence can broadly be divided into two categories: frequent itemset mining and frequent sequence mining [1] . Mining of frequent itemsets focuses on finding the frequency of items being used together where the order of items is not important [2-4, 7, 11] . The mining of frequent itemsets is often called the mining of association rules in the database.
One of the obstacles of efficient association rule mining is an explosive increase of data sets, since it is costly or impossible to scan large databases for multiple times [3] [4] [5] . A solution to improve the speed and scalability of association rule mining is applied to the algorithm on random samples instead of the entire database [18] . But the methods how to effectively define and efficiently estimate the degree of error with respect to the outcome of the algorithm and how to determine the sample size needed are complicated researches until now. An effective and efficient algorithm is based on the PAC (Probably Approximate Correct) learning theory to measure and estimate sample error [5] . A popular solution is to apply MRA (Multi -Resolution Analysis) and Shannon's theorem, to quickly obtain acceptably approximate association rules with an appropriate sample size [5] . When solving the problems of mining association rules, it is important to estimate which subset is frequent, but not to estimate the exact quantity of frequent subsets [19] . The problems of frequent item set mining can be solved using the MDL (Minimum Description Length) principle: the best set of frequent item sets is the set that compresses the database best [17] . The task of mining association rules is to find all the association rules whose support is larger than a minimum support threshold and whose confidence is larger than a minimum confidence threshold. . suppX
Often support of an association rule is expressed as a percentage [18] .
Mining of association rules min_supp and min_conf values are defined in [13] .
An association rule when min_supp=0% and min_conf=100% is the implication of the items examined [4] .
Mining of association rules consists of two steps:
1. Mining of frequent itemsets, i.e. mining of items or features when support is not smaller than the identified min_supp value. 2. Creation of an association rule according to identified frequent itemsets.
The values of parameters min_supp and min_conf are selected so as to restrict the number of association rules. If these values of parameters are very high, the algorithm will find such association rules that are clear and well known. If these values of parameters are very small, it will generate a large amount of association rules, and this requires considerable technical and time resources. Moreover, the most interesting rules are discovered when min_supp and min_conf values of parameters are small [10] .
Mining of association rules is not trivial. One of the problems is the complexity of algorithms of frequent itemsets, because when the number of items or features is increasing, the number of potential itemsets is increasing exponentially.
Mining of frequent itemsets or features is a job that requires a lot of calculations. The simplest solution to this task is mining of all possible itemsets or features. That requires to perform O(2 n ) operations, where n is the number of items or features. Therefore, one of the support properties is the support of any itemset not higher than the minimum support of any subset. This property is called anti-monotony. [11, 10, 19] .
The anti-monotony property may also be defined as follows: when the number of items increases in the itemset, the support of the itemset decreases or remains the same. Therefore, any itemset of k-items will be frequent only if all the included itemsets of (k-1) elements are frequent. All 1-itemsets can be seen as a lattice which begins with an empty set, then, in the first layer all the 1-itemsets are spread, in the second layer -2-itemsets and so on. All k-itemsets, which are subsets of (k-1)-itemsets, are spread in k-th layer.
Generalized association rules
When mining the association rules, it is considered that all the analysed items are the same (homogeneous). For example, a market basket consists of goods (the same items) with the same attributes, except a title. If information on the attribution of an item to a specific group of items is added to the transaction, a hierarchy model could be designed [13] . It is presented in Fig. 1 .
Figure 1. Example of the hierarchy
The association rules that relate food groups and separate items with food groups and so on, may be discovered. For example, if a customer bought an item from "Non-alcoholic drinks", then he bought an item from "Dairy products" or "Juice" and "Dairy products".
These association rules are called generalized association rules [1, 19] .
Let I={i 1 , i 2 , …, i n } be a set of items. Let G be a directed acyclic graph on the set I. An arc in G represents an is-a relationship and G represents a set of hierarchies on I. If there is an arc in G from p to c, we call p a ancestor of c and c a child of p, i.e. p represents a generalization of c [18] . The lower case letters denote items and the upper case letters denote sets of items. Therefore x is an ancestor of x (x a child of x) if there is an arc from x to x in the transitiveclosure of G. The reason for the requirement that no item in Y should be an ancestor of any item in X is that a rule of the form "xancestor (x)" is trivially true with 100% confidence, and hence redundant [18] .
These are the advantages of inputting additional information about grouping of items:
1. It is possible to discover association rules not only among separate items, but also among item groups. 2. Separate items may appear seldom, but the group that includes the item may be frequent.
In order to define such association rules, information about items should be added to each transaction, but this causes the following problems:
1. Higher hierarchy level items have high support values, compared to lower hierarchy level items. 2. Adding groups to transactions increases the number of attributes and the set of results. It makes the task more difficult and determines a higher number of rules. 3. Appearance of surplus rules may contradict generalized association rules. For example, Juice  Non-alcoholic drinks. It is obvious that there is no practical benefit of such a rule, while the confidence is 100%.
Items could be classified not only by the groups of products, but also by other characteristics such as price, manufacturer, and so on.
Solving the problem of mining of generalized association rules, the parameter of "interest" level R must be used.
Let Pr(X) denote the frequency of all the items in X contained in a transaction. Then supp (XY)=Pr (XY) and conf (XY)= Pr(Y|X). Pr (XY) is the probability that all the items in XY are present in the transaction [18] .
If a set {x, y} has minimum support, so do {x, y}, {x, y} and {x, y} (x denote an ancestor of x). However if rule xy has minimum support and confidence, only the rule xy is guaranteed to have both minimum support and confidence. While the rules xy and xy will have minimum support, they may not have minimum confidence [18] . The support for an item in the hierarchy is not equal to the sum of the supports of its children, since several of the children could be present in a single transaction. Hence we cannot directly infer rules about the leaves.
We call Z an ancestor of Z (where Z and Z are sets of the items such that Z, Z I) if we can get Z from Z by replacing one or more items in Z with their ancestors and Z and Z have the same number of items [18] . For example, there exist two sets: Z={Juice, Milk}, Z={Drinks, Dairy Products}. The rules XY; XY or XY are ancestors of the rule XY [18] .
The association rule XY is a close ancestor of XY if there is no rule XY such that XY is an ancestor of XY, and XY is an ancestor of XY. Similar definitions apply to XY and XY [18] .
Consider a rule XY, and let Z = XY. Note that
where z i is an ancestor of z i [18] . It can be defined as follows:
Analogously, let E xy [Pr(YX)] denote the "expected" confidence of the association rule XY, given the rule XY. Let Y = {y 1 , y 2 , …, y n } and Y={y 1 , y 2 , …, y j , y j+1 ,…, y n }, 1≤j≤n, where y i is an ancestor of y i . It can be defined in the following way:
Note that
The Apriori algorithm
The basis of algorithms for mining association rules is the analysis of frequent data itemsets. First, the search for frequent elements is performed, and then sets-candidates are generated from these elements. In order to shorten association rule search the apriority property is used, i.e. if itemset Z is not frequent, then adding any new element A to this itemset does not make the itemset frequent.
If Z is not frequent, then Z+A is not frequent as well.
The Apriori algorithm is one of the most popular algorithms for mining association rules.
Modern databases store an enormous amount of data; therefore, effective algorithms with regard to time are needed for mining association rules [14] . One of such algorithms is the Apriori algorithm.
The Apriori algorithm is performed in two steps: in the first step, it is important to find frequently repeating itemsets, the second step is mining of association rules. The number of items in the itemset is called a measure of the itemset, and the itemset which consists of k items is called k itemset. In the first step of the algorithm, frequently occurring itemsets of 1-item are calculated. In order to perform that, it is necessary to go through the whole itemset and calculate how many times it occurs [12] .
Other steps of the algorithm consist of two parts: generating potentially frequent itemsets (they are called candidates) and determining the support candidate itemsets [2, 12, 18] .
The pseudo-code for the Apriori algorithm is as follows [14, 18] :
Add all ancestors of each item in t to t, removing any duplicates. Increment the count of all candidates in C k that are contained in t.
The candidate generating function is important in this algorithm. In the process of candidate generating the data file is not processed. To obtain k-element itemsets (k-1), the element itemsets that were frequent in the previous step, are used.
The candidate generating algorithm consists of two steps:
1. Joining. Each candidate C k is designed by adding the frequent (k-1) itemset with another frequent element from the (k-1) itemset.
The pseudo-code of SQL query function is [18] :
2. Elimination of surplus rules. Pursuant to the antimonotonous property all itemsets with C k should be eliminated, if any of the subset (k-1) does not occur frequently.
Next step which follows the generation of candidates discovers support of candidates.
After all the frequent itemsets are determined, association rules are generated.
Mining of association rules is the task which consumes less time, because in order to determine the confidence of the rule it is enough to know the support of the itemset and the set present in the rule task. For example, a set {A, B, C} often occurs and the confidence of the rule ABC should be calculated. The support of the itemset is known, the set {A, B} present in the rule task, is also common according to the antimonotonous property. It means that the support is known, so it is easy to calculate the confidence without any review of the entire contents of a database. The overlap of candidates with the database elements should be checked, if the support of the item is unknown.
Lemma 1. The support of the set of X, which includes an element x and the ancestor x, is calculated by the following formula: supp(X)=supp(X-x).
So, based on this lemma, first of all those elements that coincide with their ancestors should be eliminated from the list of candidates, and then support of candidates should be calculated.
In order to discover an association rule from frequent itemset F, all nonblank subsets of this itemset should be found. Then the rule s(F-s) for each subset could be formed, if the confidence (5) of the rule
is not smaller than the defined threshold min_conf.
If the support value supp (F) always remains the same, then the confidence is of minimal value, in case supp(s) becomes the maximum value. The confidence is of minimal value, if the rule task has the itemset composed of a single element. All subsets do not have higher support and alternatively greater confidence. This feature can be applied to create association rules. If association rules are created based on one item of the task only and this rule has the necessary support, then all the rules which include subsets of this element in the tasks will have a higher confidence than the threshold. For example, if the rule ABCDE satisfies the minimum confidence threshold min_conf, then ABCDE is also satisfied. The recursive procedure is used to create all association rules. Any rule that consists of a frequent itemset must have all the elements of this itemset. For example, if the itemset is composed of elements {A, B, C}, then the rule AB should not be researched because there is no element C [7] .
At the first glance it may seem that, in order to create the generalized association rules, any algorithm can be used to determine association rules, but it is not effective and the following problems are encountered:
1. Each transaction size, depending on the depth of the tree, can increase from a few dozen per cent to several times, which leads to an increase in time resources. 2. Surplus association rules with an element and its ancestor in the tasks and conclusions are created. For example: "If the buyer bought the item "Milk", then most likely she would like to buy also the item "Dairy Products". The practical value of such a rule is equal to zero, although the confidence is 100%. In order to solve this problem, a special algorithm taking into account the specifics of the generalized association rules can be adapted.
The process of mining the generalized association rules can be divided into several steps:
1. Search for frequent itemsets, with the support greater than a defined minimum support threshold. 2. Design of association rules applying frequent elements of the previous step.
The confidence of the rule is equal to the support of the set. The confidence of rules reliability is measured by the following formula:
If the confidence exceeds min_conf, then the rule is included in to the set of association rules.
All "uninteresting" association rules are eliminated from the list of association rules.
Stochastic algorithm of frequent set search

Description of the algorithm
The stochastic algorithm can be used to determine association rules for the analysis of the market basket, genetic tasks, and so on. The goal of the designed stochastic algorithm is to determine frequent subsets in large databases and to highlight association rules.
Let us analyse a database D. Namely, randomly selected random length l subsets, containing at least one frequent element, determined by the Apriori algorithm, are analysed. Assume that the subset length analysed is distributed according to the geometrical distribution with the parameter q, and the spacing between the two subset lengths is also distributed according to the geometrical distribution with the parameter p [9, 15] .
Let us randomly choose N (number of samples) subsets of various lengths for analysing database D. Subset frequencies c i of the appropriate length are calculated using the following formula:
N i is the number of an i-length subset, N is the number of all subsets, i is the length of a subset and n is the maximum length of a subset.
Statistical testing of rules
Let us analyse two independent subsets, their sizes being n 1 and n 2 . The most frequent subset n 1 occurs k 1 times. The most frequent subset n 2 occurs k 2 times.
The null hypothesis states that the proportions of the most frequent subset are identical (8) in the database and, on the opposite case, the proportions are unequal (9):
No matter we accept or reject the hypothesis H 0 , there are two possible types of errors. They are called the first and second type errors. The first type error is: the hypothesis H 0 is rejected when it is true. The second type error is: the hypothesis H 0 is accepted when it is false. The stochastic algorithm of frequent subset search is approximate; therefore, the first and second type errors are possible.
The first type error is when the subset is frequent, but the stochastic algorithm does not recognize it being as frequent.
The second type error is when the subset is not frequent, but the stochastic algorithm attributes it to frequent subsets.
The interval [p 1 ;p 2 ] is called a confidence interval of the parameter p, if P(p 1 <p<p 2 )=α. The number α is called a confidence level, p 1 and p 2 are called confidence probability ranges. The criterion of accuracy of the stochastic algorithm is the interval of probability bound.
The bounds of confidence probabilities are estimated according to the formulas (10) and (11) below:
N is the number of all fragments, K is the number of appearance of the fragment, BetaInv is a beta quintile of the distribution.
The accuracy of the algorithm was also evaluated comparing the results derived by the Apriori algorithm and GSP (Generalized Sequential Pattern mining) algorithm. The first type error of the stochastic algorithm is about 2.61 %, the second type error is about 6.08 %. The processing time of the stochastic algorithm is the shortest, i.e. 360 s, the Apriori is 732 s and GSP is 740 s.
The pseudo-code of the stochastic algorithm
The developed stochastic algorithm is illustrated by the pseudo-code: 6. Application of the stochastic algorithm for frequent set search in mining association rules
Experiment with data in the lowest level of hierarchy
In the computational experiments, we used a database of purchase transactions. This database is named a homogeneous database. There are 100000 transactions in this homogeneous database. The market basket analysed contains elements of the lowest level of hierarchy, e.g. juice, mineral water, milk, etc. An example of the hierarchy is presented in Fig. 1 . The database contains 25 different elements. A fragment of this database is presented in Table 1 . The data are transferred to a text file, where each row corresponds to a particular transaction. The fragment of the text file is presented in Table 2 .
This file is processed by the Apriori algorithm, where the sequence length is equal to 1. After initial processing of the file, five most common items are selected. They are listed in Table 3 .
Further the file is processed by the stochastic algorithm. The results of the stochastic algorithm, when min_supp=20 and the data retrieval size is less than 5, are presented in Table 4 . The file is also processed by the Apriori algorithm, when min_supp=20 and the data retrieval size is not higher than 5.
The results of the Apriori algorithm are presented in Table 5 . Association rules discovered by the Apriori and the stochastic algorithms as well as the estimated association rule support are presented in Table 6 .
The average processing time of the stochastic algorithm is 362 s and that of the Apriori is 814 s.
The average of the association rule support of the stochastic algorithm is 60.1964% and that of the Apriori algorithm is 61.5179%.
Experiment with data in the different levels of hierarchy
In the computational experiments, we used a database of purchase transactions. The database is named a heterogeneous database. There are 100000 transactions in the heterogeneous database. In the database the elements analysed belong to a different hierarchy. The analysed market basket contains elements of the different levels of hierarchy, e.g. juice, mineral water, milk, etc., dairy products, nonalcoholic drinks. There are 25 different elements of the lowest level of hierarchy and 2 elements of a higher level of hierarchy.
The data are transferred into the text file, where each row represents a particular transaction.
This file is processed by the Apriori algorithm, when the sequence length is equal to 1. After the initial processing of the file, five most common items and item sets are selected. Further the file is processed by the stochastic algorithm. The stochastic algorithm results, when min_supp=20 and the data retrieval size is less than 5, are presented in Table 7 . The file is also processed by the Apriori algorithm, when min_supp=20 and the data retrieval size is not higher than 5.
The results of the Apriori algorithm are presented in Table 8 . Association rules discovered by the Apriori and the stochastic algorithms as well as the estimated support are presented in Table 9 . The average processing time of the stochastic algorithm is 412 s and that of the Apriori is 902 s.
The average of the association rule support of the stochastic algorithm is 66.4286%, and that of the Apriori algorithm is 67.8571 %.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a stochastic algorithm for mining frequent sequences and association rules. This algorithm is approximate, but it enables combining two important criteria time and accuracy. Our algorithm is suitable for analysing large databases. The error probabilities made by the stochastic algorithm could be theoretically estimated using standard statistical methods.
In the computational experiments, we used a database of purchase transactions. Two experiments are described in the paper. The first experiment is performed with homogeneous database elements. The second experiment is carried out with heterogeneous database elements. Association rules are discovered when analysing both homogeneous and heterogeneous databases. The support average of the discovered association rules is about 63%.
The processing time of the stochastic algorithm is twice shorter than that of the Apriori algorithm.
In the future, we plan to further extend this work: to evaluate the confidence of association rules and estimate interesting criteria.
